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LighBankingStudents Aim
p phi Beta Kappa Honor

tnhtttt

By Donald A. Roberts '44
seniors who
this years sen.™
& ° lected as members of the
of the Phi Beta Kappa
. C63P'er
I
""m be read in Chapel some
6*"° • the middle of May. The
iD
|>nS le names are read will be
J* honored and congratulatI**4 „ more to it than that The
^bereLppa fraternity at Bates

exceptionally high rank among those
institutions with which it may fairly
be compared. Its position is a great
deal like that of the student elected
to the society in relation to the rest
of the class. It means that the college
belongs to a group of institutions distinguished for excellence and that the
charter was conferred in recognltloL
of this distinction.
The committee for selection of stuI**"
1864 Professor Stanton
** inhe freshman cass at Bates, dents at Bates is made up of those
,pi
r.'0ur college is to have no se- men on tb# facuty who are already
The
»*
MM It is to be absolutely members of Phi Beta Kappa.
oC
present
officers
of
the
Bates
chapter
*'
, B"!
course, we shall
600
due time a chapter of Phi are as follows: President, Doctor
Pomeroy;
vice-president. Professor
>ve f
and the good scholars
*° W^ will be made members." Quimby; secretary-treasurer. Doctor
•»°°g Johnnie
'. t..,;0' however, was too op- WoodcooJc.
-Code
seems for It wasn't until Scholashlp Is Not
finally Sole Basis For Selection
that the college was
organiThe requirements for admission to
m charter for this
Phi Beta Kappa are not definitely
■ Beta Kappa was founded in fixed but take Into account several
J?1 ffilliam and Mary College, varied fields. Usually the lowest
join Heath and four other stu- grade possible for consideration is 3.5
"Tformed a society, standing pre- but there are often "4-pointers" who
scholarship and char- have continued with straight A's
l .oinently for
During the Revolutionary War, through their four years In college.
| icierwas forced to close its The committee also considers the
■it «>aese
but Elish Parmele carried to student from other angles than scholI joors
IZ North a charter for Harvard and arship alone. Integrity of character
giving the society an unbroken and promise of intellectual activity
I (Bjttnce of 164 years. It progressed in future life are determining factors
Lily, conservatively. In 1864 when in the choice of students. The maxiprofessor Stanton was teaching his mum of the senior class that may be
I fust classes at Bates, there were only chosen, according to the rules of the
U colleges in the entire nation that national organization, is 1254 per cent
but the committee seldom chooses
tonld boast chapters.
over 10 per cent.
President Chase
Out of the great number who are
^cepts Charter In 1917
as their goal, membership in Phi
From the beginning Bates had been
Beta Kappa, only a few are finally
itent upon scholarship and eager for
chosen to be allowed the privilege of
cognition as a college of high ideals,
wearing the little gold key, but this
U she did not make a systematic
should stop no one from striving toI rfort for membership until 1913. At
ward that goal. No student who has
ito time an application was submilfaithfully attempted to complete all of
I ted and in 1917 President Chase achis work thoroughly can lose anything
tepted the charter on behalf of the
in his endeavors, for it is through this
thoroughness that we are able to get
The admission of a college to Phi out of our collegiate training all that
I Beta Kappa means that it holds an i college offers us.
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Stu-C Outlines
Bands Descend On
Plans
Campus For Maneuvers Mayoralty
Broadcast May
College Aids Twin
Cities In Playing
Host To Musicians
The college will help Lewiston and
Auburn play host to some five or six
thousand high school musicians on
May 24, when the annual New England High School Rands' Competition
comes to the Twin Cities.

Twenty-two yeas ago tomorrow,
May 1, Dr. Clifton Daggett Gray took
office as President of the College. The
STUDENT joins with the entire campus community in offering President
Gray all best wishes on the occasion
Present plans of the committee call of this twenty-first anniversary.
During the years of President
tor the use of Garcelon Field during
the drilling campaign by an estimated Gray's leadership, the College has
60 bands. Already 1500 participants witnessed a steady and praiseworthy
from high and junior high schools expansion, and a maintenance of the
from every state in New England have traditions which have given Bates a
registered, and housing facilities are high position in educational circles.
being arranged for them in Lewiston,
As President Gray's term of office
Auburn, and nearby towns.
"comes of age" this College seems
also to have reached a new peak in
On Friday afternoon and Saturday
the advantages it offers to students.
morning, auditions will be given to
The establishment of a system of
the different bands in various buildcomprehensive exams Is the most reings scattered throughout the two cicent addition to a Bates program
ties. At the auditions, each band will
which has always striven to provide
play three selections and it will be
the best possible liberal arts educarated as to the grade of its music by tion.
a competent and trained official in
this line. The judge will hand to the
supervisor of each band the rating
stating the good points and faults of
<he band so that in future competi
lion it may give a better showing. To
insure fairness, the bands are divided
The annual meeting and party
into classes according to the enrollof the Bates Debating Council is
ment number of each school. Deering
scheduled for Thursday evening,
High is the only Maine school in Class
May 8, at the home of Professor
A, although Lewiston will probably
Brooks Quimby, head of the debe in this class next year.
partment

Distinguished Trustee Boards
\Mold General College Policy
k Saturday niorning chapel speaker I
mat months ago presented a short
alt of interest pertaining to a littletaorn historical truth. Interest de
teloped not only in the talk but also
la the fact that President Gray infoduced the speaker as Mr. Freeman
Hinckley, a member of the Bates College Board of Trustees. The occasion
narked the semi-annual meeting of the
supreme ruling body here at Bates.
I'pon similar occasions the name
"trustees" is thrust before us but
*hat, actually if anything, do Bates
students know about this group of
>tanni and friends T
One-Quarter Of Members
're Not Bates Alumni
Bates uses the bi-cameral system
tf trustee government, one group, the
">ard of Fellows, composed of men
elected to life membership, and an•"w group, the Board of Overseers,
*cted for five-year terms. They are
Qu
ed the upper and lower boards
tspectivt'iy, meeting in convention
>w the most part; only rarely do the
h0
' groups meet separately. The
^"P as a whole consists of forty
tte
n, twenty-five Overseers and fifkn Fellows In addition to Pres. Gray.
*«ancies in the former group are
0Ued
by an election of the group itMlf
- The Board of Overseers falls into
"v* classes, each class serving five
,e
"s with eligibility for reelection.
1 h
easy to see therefore that one
^P retires yearly. The fact that
**My per cent of the members are
•"ot Bates alumni shows that Bates
*J many friends interested In its des'"5' for indeed it is the Board of
™stees which guides and molds the
: *Te of the college. The trustees are
««t
concerned with detailed campus
k^stration; they are interested in
' POlJcj,es of Rates.
An
executive committee made up of
dent
°ray and six other mem-

Q

eeClub, Orphic Present
^th Portland Concert
°n Sunday, May 10, the Bates Men'i
is
■*• Club and Orphic Society will
"resent a concert at the High School
Audit
litorlum at South Portland. The
,'°gram- which starts at 8:00 p. m..
p ft>How the pattern of the usual
°Ps Concert given at the college, al""Sh more musical selections by the
* Club will be given than Is custoI
°ary at the Bates affair.

President Enters
22nd Tear In Office

hers controls the power of the Board
between the half-yearly sessions.
A group of committees constitute
the real machinery of the Board. Tney
include:
1. The committee on constitutions of
committees.
2. The finance committee Invests
the college funds and makes recommendations concerning monetary affairs.
3. Grounds and buildings committee.
4. Committee on curriculum determines the changes in the courses offered, and the selection of new instructors.
5. The library committee supervises
that campus necessity.
6. A committee considers persons
for honorary degrees. At the seventyfifth commencement ten honorary degrees were awarded, although the usual number is five or six a year.
Distinguished Men
Compose The Board
The. selection of the group of men
necessary to fill such positions is not
made hap-hazardly, but men distinguished in their several occupations
are chosen. Among the occupations
represented are congressmen, journalists, educators, and business men.
Two members of the Board hold degrees from Oxford. One of the two,
Mr. Charles It. Clason, Bates '11, LL.B.
ii Rhodes scholar, received the degree
of A.B. in Jurisprudence from Oxford
University in 1917. He is the first
Rhodes scholar to enter Congress and
serves there as representative from
the* -second Massachusetts district.
Carroll L. Beedy, LLB, LLD, a former congressman is now In a Washington law office. Other notables include Stanley E. Howard, Ph.D.. author and professor at Princeton; Carl
Elias Milliken. LL.D., former governor
of Maine and President Meader, Ph.D.,
LL.D., of Russell Sage College.

Seniors Vote For
Class Day Orators

Delegation Attends
NSCN Conference
With Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby setting
the theme by leading the opening period of meditation, the Maine Student
Christian Movement Is holding its
annual Spring conference this coming week end, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, May 2-3-4, at the BaileyHomestead in Winthrop. The conference this year is to be a work conference, and will include a study of
world problems, national problems,
community problems, and campus
problems.

The four Maine colleges as well as
(he many normal and teachers'
schools in the state, will be represented at the conference by delegates.
There will be student leaders and
;idult directors from these schools
Other Class Day speakers include: who will direct the various discusHarriet White, Invocation; Winnifred sions.
Hansen, Class Poem; John Haskell,
All students who are interested in
Address to Mothers and Fathers; making up a part of the Bates quota,
Kathleen Curry, Class History, Con- which is to from eight to twelve
stance Roy, Address to Halls and students, may see Christine WilliamCampus; William Lever, Last Wil. son '42, chairman of the Conference
ond Testament; Rowena Fairchi'd, Commission of the C.A., for additional
Presentation of Class Gift; Ernest information. Student charge will be
Oberst, Pipe Oration; Leslie Warren. one and a half dollars, which includes
Class Ode; Morgan Porteus, Class registration, sleeping quarters, meals
Oration.
and transportation. Saturday classes

Frosh Dorm Open Houses
Precede Sport Dance
The annual Freshman Sport Dance
takes place Saturday night. May 3,
from 7:30 to 11, with music by the
Bobcats. Reservations are $1.00.

In pursuance of the usual custom,
there will be open house at both of
the freshman dormitories, Roger Williams and John Bertram, for an hour
Lambda Alpha will entertain the or so before the dance. The girls are
•nothers of the town girls at a tea on cordially invited to visit them. Each
Saturday, May 3, from 3:30 to 5:00 dorm will be chaperoned by two professors and their wives.
p. m. at the Women's Union. The
The chaperones at the dance will
committee in charge is made np of
be
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe and
Myiy Eartlett '42 and Dt-rothj Foster
Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Berkelman, and
'42, co-chairmen; Erna Hahnel '42,
Barbara McGee '42, Lucille Mousetle three other faculty members and
their wives will be guests.
'43 and Evelyn Marsden '44.

Town Girls Entertain
Mothers At Saturday Tea

the
annual
Mayoralty
Campaign
which has been tentatively scheduled j
for Thursday and Friday. May 22 and
23. If possible the candidates will appear on the Bates-on-the-Air program
on the Wednesday evening of the
campaign week. A Student Council
committee
composed
of
Minert
Thompson '43, chairman;
Charles
Howarth "43, and Lewis Tetlow '44
is attempting to line up prospective
candidates and campaign managers.
Chairman Thompson has announced
that anyone who contemplates entering this year's campaign should get
in touch with him or one of the other
committee men immediately. The
committee plans to meet informaly
with campaign managers and candidates in the near future. During this
meeting rules and regulations to be
followed in carrying on the campaign
will be explained.

Results of yesterday's Class Day
election by the Senior Class reveal
that Montrose Moses has been chosen
Toastmaster and Richard Wall Class
Marshal.

The Class Day Committee, as appointed by President Arthur Belli
veau, includes Leslie Warren, chair
man; Jean Atwater, Janette McCaw,
Ruth Carter, Orrin Snow, and Richard Wall. This group was in charge
of the election and will be in general
control of all plans for the exercises.

PRICE: TEN CENTS

C.A. Cabinet Begins
Duties At Retreat

Zerby Stresses Need
Feature This Year's Buffoon Appearance
For Varied Activities
Campaign Activities
Postponed Until Fri. In Year's Program
Plans are already being made for

Debating Council
Schedules Meeting

Friday evening a concert will be
presented in the Armory under the
direction of the musical supervisors
of the Lewiston and Auburn schools.
On Saturday afternoon, a parade
made up of sixty bands will start at
the Webster Junior High School
cross the bridge to Hulett Square to
Garcelon Field. Here drilling maneuvers and formations are on the program. In the evening a massed band
composed of about 1600 to 2000 under the direction of Ralph Rush of
Cleveland, Ohio will play.

1941

CA Freshman Cabinet
Presents Vesper Service
Continuing in the footsteps of its
predecessors, the CA. freshman cabinet this year will present a vesper
service in the Chapel, Sunday, May 3,
at four p. m., as its contribution to
campus activity. This is the only major project of the cabinet, for the
group is designed mainly to study the
workings of the senior cabinet and its
relations to the state, regional, and
world-wide Student Christian Association.
A central theme, nature and music,
has been selected for the Sunday afternoon service. Several musical selections will complement the worship
portion of the service, and Edward
Tyler will present a short talk. Among
the dozen or so other freshman participants are Virginia Barnes, Stephanie
Noucas, Madeline Butler, Howard Jordan, Bert Smith, Almon Fish, and a
male quartet George Emmerling and
Arthur Higgina assisted by several
cabinet members have planned the
publicity and music respectively.
Paul Wright '41 will assist on th*
(•rgan.
The cabinet extends an invitation
to the entire student body for attendance at this annual vesper service
prepared by members of the freshman class.

Frosh Debaters Share
Tournament Honors

Continuing the fine record of Bates
teams in the previous freshman debating tournaments sponsored by
Dartmouth College, this year's representatives by winning seven out of
ten debates, finished in a triple-tie
•or first place with Amherst and
Dartmouth. Robert MacFVrlane and
will be excused for those attending.
Vincent McKusick on the affirmative,
and Edward Dunn and Norman Temple on the negative, each participated
in five debates on the federal power
topic. MacFarlane tied an Amherst
speaker for individual honors In the
tourney, and Temple was awarded
In a chapel speech last Wednesday second place in the extemporaneous
morning, Raymond "Ducky" Pond, speaking contest which was conducthead coach of football and baseball, ed as a part of Friday's program.
emphasized the importance of athlePatrick Harrington '42, assistant in
tics, remarking that if the nations in the Department of Speech, accompaEurope engaged in as many and as nied the debaters to Hanover.
varied sports as do the American people, they would not be engaged in the
present devastating world conflict.

Coach Pond Impresses
First Chapel Audience

Delivering his initial address to a
Bates audience, Mr. Pond expressed
his delight at being selected to coach
at Bates, saying that he was Impressed by the fine group of men he met
at the Varsity Club meeting, the
beautiful campus and buildings, and
the remarkable athletic plant, which
he never dreamed existed in a college
of this size.
The student body responded with
considerable applause as Mr. Pond
concluded with the hope that he could
fill the shoes of retiring Coach Mansfield.

The "Buffoon", previously scheduled for distribution today, will
not appear on campus until PHday, May 2, because of an unavoidable delay in Its printing.

Musical Clubs •
Meet Together
On Monday. May 5, at 8:00 p. m.,
there will be a joint meeting of the
Macfarlane Club, Bates musical group,
and the Philharmonic Society, the
musical group of the twin cities, at
the Women's Unon. Each organization will provide half of the evening's entertainment.
Mrs. Seldon T. Crafts is in charge
of the program of the Philharmonic
Society, which will include both vocal
and instrumental solos and other
musical selections. Marguerite Mendall '41, president of the Macfarlane
Club, has announced the following
program for that group: Piano duet
by Paul Wright "41 and Claire Wilson '42; vocal solo by Janette McCaw '42; instrumental trio with Alice
Turner '42 on the cello, Ruth Andrews
'42 on the violin, and Fran Rolfe '43,
playing the piano; flute solo, Terschak's •'Romance Italiene", by Miss
Mendall, accompanied on the piano by
Gladys Ford '41.
Refreshments will be served.

Alice Turner Wins
Betty Bates Contest
Another annual Coed Health Week
has come to a successful finish, with
the naming of Alice Turner '42 as
Bettj Bates for the season of '41-42.
The committee that planned the activities for the week are: Nancy Gould
'43, chairman; Elaine Younger '43,
Ida May Hollis '43, Genevieve Stephenson '43 Lucille Leonard '42, Fayette Hoyt '44 was bugler for the coeds.
Cheney House was dorm winner,
with Whittier runner-up. Competition
was the key-note" in selling fruit in
the dorms, in the skits and in the
songs. Cheney House sold the most
fruit, Chase House won the song contest, and Cheney also put on the best
skit. The roller-skate Thursday night
was a successful innovation and
shows promise of many more
The
eight girls who showed signs of having the best posture in the dining hall
were Ginny Yeomans. Betty Swann,
Helen Woodward, Pete Mendall, Gail
Rice. Gladys Ford, Beth Potter, and
ituth Ober, all seniors.
The coeds who competed foi the
title of Betty Bates are as follows:
Helen Ulrich '43, Fran Rolfe '43, Virginia Hunt '44, Ruth Parkhurst '44,
Nancy Terry '43, Barbara Boothby '44,
Charlotte Dollof '41, Norma Field '41.
Alice Turner '42, Martha Blaisdell '42,
Annie Momna '42, Francie Cooper '42,
Ida May Hollis "43, Barbara Moore
'44, Margie Burt '43, Bobbie Abbott '41,
Jean Ryder '41, Ginny Yeomans '41,
Wes Davis '42, Betty Roberts '42,
Gladys Bickmore '42, Peggy Soper
'43, Lucy Cornelius '44, and Eleanor
Darling '44. The judges were Fran
Wallace '41, Prof. Walmsley, and Miss
Fabrenholz.

Varsity Club Offers Spring
Catalogue Inserts Are Semi-Formal For Members

Ready For Students
Students registering for German
courses and
for professional
courses for men in Physical Education are reminded to secure in
advance from the Regsitrar's Office a printed insert giving information on these courses which
was omitted by error from the
1941-1942 catalog. Students are requested not to send away from
the campus any catalogs in which
printed additions to pages 74 and
82 have not been Inserted.

The first Spring Varsity Club semiformal dance -wiU be held Friday
night. May 2, in Chase Hall from 8
to 11, music to be provided by the
Bobcats. The girls in attendance will
have 11:15 permissions.
According to Al Topham '41, chairman of the dance committee, there
will be twelve dances, the third and
the ninth, the waltzes. Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest M. Moore. Mr. and Mrs. C.
Ray Thompson, and Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell D. Mansfield are the chaperones.

The new cabinet of the Christian
Association took over its official duties at the annual Retreat which was
held this past week end, April 28-27,
at the Bailey Homestead in Winthrop.
The cabinet, is composed of the officers and committee chairmen. The officers are Irving Mabee '4£. president;
Ruth Ulrich';:, .ice-president; Valerie
Saiving '43, secretary; Lester Smith
'43, treasurer. The committee chairmen are: Roy Fairfield '43, Social Action; Nancy Terry '43, Social; Ardith
Lakin '42 and Leighton Watts '43,
Freshman: Jack Lloyd '42, Peace;
Honorine lladley '42, Community Service; Robert Curtis '42, Campus Service; John Marsh '43, Deputations;
Jane Woodbury '42, Religion; Christine Williamson '42, Conference; and
filadys Bickmore '42, Publicity.
The afternoon meeting was opened
by Prof. Seward and Dr. Zerby, the
O.A. advisers. Dr. Zerby stressed the
fact that the chairman of each committee should feel himself a part of
the entire CA.—not just well-acquainted with the particular work which his
own committee iS doing. Ho emphasized the necessity for doing something new, in order to keep out of the
proverbial "rut". Hence the plan for
choosing "new blood"—persons from
the outside who will offer different
ideas an 1 varied lines of thought.
Again, at the close of his talk Dr.
Zerby stressed the sense of "belonging" which each member of C. A.
should feel—the sense that we belong
not only to our own association on
campus, but to the state association;
•o the World Student Christian Movement; and to the YMCA and YWCA
all over the world.
The purpose of the Retreat each
year is to allow the retiring Executive Board and Committee Chairmen
to acquaint the incoming Cabinet with
the detailed work of each individual
committee; to review their year's
progress, and .to offer ideau and suggestions to these members.
The evening meeting began with a
fhort devotional service led by Almon Fish '44. Joanne Lowther '41 expressed her appreciation to the members of the Cabinet for their cooperation in making the year's work a success, and Uuth Ulrich '42 reported on
the recent CA. Conference which she
and Irving Mabee attended in New
York City.
Due to inclement weather, the communion service which was to have
been held out-of-doors on Sunday afternoon, was held in the living room
of the homestead.
Dr. and M:;. Z»rby and Prof, and
Mrs. Seward acted as chaperones,
and members of both the old and the
new cabinets attended. Besides the
new cabinet members, others who attended were: Joanne Lowther '41,
Hope Newman '41, Peg White '41, Kay
Curry '41, Morgan Porteus '41, Helena
Woodward '41, Jack Morris '41, Orrin
Snow '41, Janet McLean '41, Armand
Daddazio '42, James Walsh '41, and
Parbara Abbott '41.

Outing Club Sponsors
Women's Canoe Trips
Sportsmanlike coeds signed up
Monday for the first of two Women's
Day Canoe Trips sponsored by the
Outing Club under the direction of
Barbara Stanhope '42. Miss Parrott
will chaperone the first trip. May 4,
on the Cobbosseecontee River. Mrs.
Kimball will act in the same capacity
for a second trip May 11. The sign-up
for the latter trip will be Monday,
May 5, from 1-5 p. m. in Rand. The
number is limited to 24 for each trip,
and costs 50 cents per person. Groups
will leave at 8:30 a. m. returning at
5 p. m. The trip consists of a 16-mile
paddle up the river—a cook out dinner—and a return to campus in t'me
lor supper at Rand. A good chance to
git an (ii-ly fin I
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There seemed to be a general exodus from the campus this past week
end. The baseball team was in Bos(FOUNDED IN 1873)
ton, the tennis team was away on a
trip, and the Christian Association
(Student Office - Tel. 3782-J)
(The Auburn News • Tel. 3010)
held a retreat at the Bailey homestead in Winthrop, Maine Mary
(TeL 84399)
,
RALPH F. TULLER '42
EDITOR
McGrail and Ruth Swanson visited
MANAGING EDITOR
(TeL S-4122) _— JOHN C. DONOVAN '42 Ruth's parents at Harpswell
Hope
Hints
went
home
with
Jo
Clopeck
to
Assistants: Robert Scott '43, Mitchell Melaick '43. George Hammond '43,
Framingham, Mass—Frank LinneRobert Macfarlane '44, Paul Edward Fournier '44, Michael Touloumtzia
han spent the week end at Colby
'44, £lia SanUUi '43, Janice Jajme '43, Gladys Bickmore '42, Bradley
Junior College—Jane Hathaway,
Dearborn '44, Rita Silvia '44. Evelyn Maraden '44, Nina Leonard '44.
Dolly Milliken, Vonnie Chase, and
Marie Radcliffe '44, Virginia Hunt '44.
Ginnie Fisher all went home A sub(TeL 84364)
NEW8 EDITOR
.. NORMAN J. BOYAN '43 freshman, Mary Gulney, was entertained in Hacker House—Ginnie
Staff: Richard Horton '42, Richard Baldwin '43, Arthur Fontaine '43, MitchStockman was looking very lonely
ell Melniclc '43, Almon Fiah '44, Paul Fournier '44, Harry C liar ba '44,
because Ted Dunn, along with Vic
Francis Gingras '44, Albert Guttenberg '44, Michael Touloumtzia '44.
McKuslck, Norm Temple, and Bob
Reporters: Richard Dearborn '41, Durant Brown '42, David Nicker son '42,
MacFarlane went on a debating trip
William Worthy '42, Webster Jackson '43, Robert Martell '43. Thomas
to Dartmouth Artie Doig had his
Winston '43, Donald Day '44, Deane Hoyt '44.
brother up from MIT Tod Gibson
News Commentary: Ella SantllU '43, Lysander Kemp '42.
entertained two friends of his from
•PORTS EDITOR -.
— (Tel. 84384) — JACK 8TAHLBERQER '43 Green Mountain Junior College In
SUIT: Robert Scott '43. Marcel Boucher '43, George Hammond '43, Carl
Connecticut—Bee WoodfaU, Jean McMonk '43, Thomas Winston '43, Norman Tufts '43, Harvey C. liarba '44,
Cann, Dot Rosa, and Boots Fairchild
Edmund Gibson '44, Michael Touloumtzls '44, Robert A. Mauuriane '44.
trekked homeward
Art Solomon
came
up
from
Portland
to see Franny
WOMEN'S EDITOR
(Tel. 3206-M) _
RUTH J. 8TEVEN8 '42
Cooper—Barb Wood left campus to
Reporters: Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Martin '42, Elizavisit friends Judy Campbell and
beth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys Bickmore '42, Janice
Carol Hawkes went home for the
Jayne 42, Arlene Chad bourne '43, Elia Santilli '43, Virginia Went worth
week end Barb Johnson and Jac.t
'43, Barbara Boothby '44, Jean Childs '44, Lucy Cornelius '44, Bradley
Stahlberger were both confined to the
Dearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Nina Leonard '44, Helen Laird '44,
Infirmary with — German measles!
Evelyn Maraden '44, Marie Radcliffe '44, Sia Rizoulis '44, Rita Silvia
Something funny here—Rachel Fol'44, Esther Foster '44.
som's Frank was up to see her Lee
Cub Reporters: Helen Mason '42, Patricia Miller '42, Martha Burns '43.
Santilli, just recovering from a sprainAnn Parsons '43, Dorothy Fenner '43, Alice Spooner '44, Frances
ed ankle, was visited by her parents
Walker '44. Shirley Whiting '44, Anne Locke '44, Amy McCombie '44,
—Peg Soper and Colby's Paul WiEleanor Darling '44, Miriam Cram '44, Virginia Simons '44.
tham were seen together—likewise
BU8INE8S MANAGER
(TeL 84398)
CHANDLER BALDWIN '42 Ginnie Wentworth and Emery Rice
ADVERTISING MANAGER
(TeL 84398) _ GEORGE CHALETZKY '42 Dot Fenner's parents n ere here Thursday, which proved to be a lucky thing
CIRCULATION MANAGER
(Tel. 3952-J)
JOSEPH HOWARD '42
for Hazel Smyth who went home for
Staff, Howard Baker '43, Stephen Bartlett '44, Richard Becker '43, Robert
her brother's wedding. Hazel's taxi
Goodspeed '44, John Hennessey '43, Vincent McKuslck '44, David
didn't arrive—she had one minute to
Kellsey '44.
catch the train, so Dot Fenner leaped into her car, tore through Lewiston
in a cloud of dust, leaving a trail of
■D FOH HATIOHAL •
-"."'..f.J
Published weekly during the college
National Advertising Service, Inc. gaping people, wide-mouthed with asCollege Publishers Representative
tonishment. Hazel, with suitcase flyyear by the Students of Bates College
4tO MADISON Avs.
NIW YORK. N. Y. ing, finally sprang aboard Just as the
1
U« SMSUM • l» FUIKIKO
train was pulling out of the Auburn
station—Andy Bruemmer's parents
Entered aa second-class matter at were seen on campus, and Ruth Jache
and "Bing" Burns also entertained
the Post Office, Lewiston, Maine
Ptesockfed CoLe&ide Press
their families—Tempie was seen
Distributor of
\
proudly wearing a new diamond afSubscription
G)lle6iateDi6esl
ter
Del's visit last week end—There
92.50 per year In advance
are two criminals in our midst —
Ruthie Carey and Nancy Gould were
.seen chasing a poor little mouse with
a huge stick. After a terrific struggle
they caught him and committed the
The Christian Association's Annual Retreat, held last week ghastly murdei...Now that Health
end at the Bailey Homestead, brings the BCA into the columns of Week is over, the coeds can begin
this newspaper once again. It sometimes seems that when all to build up their depleted energy.
Those early morning hikes certainly
other organizations are inactive, the news staff can always turn to did things for us, and after this week,
the CA for material that ought to be in print. This is not to say many girls will never look another
that such material is only dry filler; on the contrary, the work of apple or orange In the face.

Christian Association Publicity

the Christian Association has definite news value.
We are not attempting to offer apologies for any preponderance of stories about this one organization. We do not feel that
such an unbalanced condition exists. The point is simply this: outside of sports, there is probably no other single activity on campus
which receives such a consistently high rate of coverage. If the
STUDENT is fulfilling its newspaper function correctly, there
must be some legitimate reason for printing these CA stories.

BATES ON THE AIR

Radio listeners tonight at 9:15 will
hear an all-musical program presented under the supervision of Prof.
Seldon T. Crafts. Aino Puranen '41 is
the student director this week and
Charles Buck '42 makes his debut as
an announcer.

Campus Camera

Importance Of C A
Exactly what is this "important work"? The CA provided its
own answer in the "Why?" pamphlet which was recently distributed to all students. Why do we have a Christian Association?
Because a balanced life must include more than the bare necessities of existence. Because a college education must be more than
an intellectual grind, more than the dull learning of objective
facts.
A truly educated American, no matter what his faith or sect,
should demonstrate some of the personal warmth and sincerity
which mark the religious man. To develop this foundation for
Christian living, to cultivate man's innate humanity, is the ultimate aim of the Christian Association.

by Lea
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Former French Student Compares
European And American Education
By Marvin Alemblk '44
One of the things that I have often
noticed since my arrival in the United States is that very few people
know anything at all about the way
French schools are conducted, and
about French education in general.
The only thing nearly all people do
know is that it is different. Different
in what respects, is the question.

and take advanced mathematics, sciences, philosophy, and similar courses.
At the end of that year, the second
baccalaureat comes along and the procedure to be followed is the same as
the first. When the student has reached that stage, he is comparable to a
J'.-nior in an American college.

Many Difference* In
Secondary Education

Vacations in France are slightly different from those in United States.
The summer vacation starts around
the beginning of July, and ends the
first of October. Besides a few twoday vacations in the course of the
year, the spring and winter recesses
last from ten to fifteen days each.
During the actual school year, Thursday, Saturday afternoon, and Sunday
are holidays. Classes start at eight
o'clock in the morning and run to eleven or twelve o'clock, each period
lasting one hour. Then the student
goes home foi lunch, and returns to
r.chool at two o'clock and remains until four o'clock.

One of the main differences Is that
in France there are no high or preparatory schools. Instead, there are
"lycees". These could be compared to
public schools in the United States
except that children of both wealthy
and poor families attend the lycee,
which is a state school. Only children
whose
standing
is
not
good
enough for the lycee, attend private
schools. There are eleven classes in
the lycee, from the eleventh grade to
the first
The child enters the lycee when be
is about six years old. The eleventh
grade, comparable to the kindergarten
over here. Is often skipped. During
the primary education up to the sixth
grade, life is rather easy for the child.
However, after the seventh grade, he
must pass an examination to enter his
secondary education. It is with the
sixth grade that work really starts.
The child is then about ten years old,
and has to take up one foreign language, German or English

The reason is obvious. The work of the Christian Association The selections include "The Band" If the student desires, he may take
Greek in the fourth grade, when he
is so important, so far-reaching in its scope, that good journalistic by Fishburn, song by the Men's Glee is about twelve to fourteen years old.
Club; "Old Americana", arrangement It Is only with the second grade that
policy demands a large amount of space devoted to it.
by Homier song by the Men's Glee
Club; "From the Land of the Sky
Blue Water", arrangement by Cadman, flute solo by Marguerite Mendall '41; "Water Boy", arrangement
by Pitcher, and "Stout Hearted Men",
arrangement by Romberg, songs by
John Marsh '43 and the Men's Glee
Club; "Brown Bird" by Brown, con
tralto solo by Genevieve Stephenson
'43; "Ezeklel Saw de Wheel", arrangement by Burleigh, Men's Glee Club.

.

real sciences like chemistry and physics are begun. These are obligatory;
the only elective subjects are languages. The first grade is a very hard
one because of the preparation for
what Is called the 'baccalaureat'. This
difficult exam, part oral and part
written, is given at the end of the
year, covering everything the student
has taken up in the last four years.
If this test is passed, the student
I will study one more year In the lycee

The War Again
The newly elected officers, and the Cabinet members who
head the ten departmental committees, took over their duties last
week end. They face unusual problems in the year to come. It is
up to them to decide whether or not an organization so representative of the entire college should make a definite stand on the present conflict. They must decide whether a true Christian can ever
sanction war. They must determine on a course of action: either
the clarification of individual, conflicting views, or the advancement of policies which seem to them to have the greatest amount
of truth.

This, of course, is abstract theorizing. But we can bring it
right down to home. The CA strives to translate the ideals of
Christianity into terms of everyday living. For those interested
in the more strictly religious study, there is opportunity for discussion of Christian doctrine and faith. Perhaps the opportunity
ought to be made available to more students, and plans are already * It is not our place to meddle too much in the business of any
campus group. But it seems obvious that the Christian Associabeing made to broaden this aspect of the CA's function.
tion's main task is still to provide that solid Christian background
But the ordinary, average man and woman on campus does in ordinary campus life. The stand on the war issue is vitally imhave an interest in the workings of the CA. Dances, banquets, portant, but it remains, nevertheless, in a secondary position.
bull-sessions, Vespers, cocoas, dance-classes, plays, Christmas and
It is perhaps not too idealistic to hope that the daily striving
Easter services—the list seems endless. And underlying all these
to live according to Christ's teachings will help us to find the best
specific activities is a foundation of the Christian spirit.
and truest solution to all our problems.

Vacation Periods Similar
To Those In America

After finishing the lycee, it is difficult to find a pos'v'on, because of
the lack of specialization. To become
a specialist in some field then, processional schools or universities are
attended. However, French universities are not at all the same as American universities. Very little social
life is the main difference. There are
no dances, dramatics, clubs, publications or any extra-curricula activities
of that kind. Furthermore, there are
no fraternities nor sororities. Wealthier people sometimes send their children to British universities, but this
luxury costs quite a lot.
I have not at all treated the subject of sports, because sports practically do not exist in French schools.
Once or twice a week, some gymnastics are required, but even this is
neglected and la a pure Joke. If one
wants to go in for some sports. It
costs extra and membership in some
outside club is required. Soccer is
almost the only popular sport in
France.

To the 670,385 square miles of
territory and the 143,362,060 people now dominated by the Axis,
Adolf Hitler seemed well on the
way to adding another 50,000 in
area and 7,196,900 of population,
as he brought the thundering acquisition of the Balkans to a close
this past week In the land of the
HeUenes. Observors spoke at
"another Dunkerque", but others
more acutely noted that there is
a difference between tlte 300,000
on that beach, and the 65,000 In
Greece. General Wave'I, moreover Is safely withdrawing his
forces, together with equipment,
for duty in Northern Africa.
• • •
On the Nazi front, there is
danger of a drive against Turkey
and the valuable oil lands of the
Middle East Should this threat
become an actuality. Britain's
stand in Egypt would become Imperilled along' the Suez lifeline,
as well as endangering the vital
holdings touching the Mediterranean.
• • •
From Winston Churchill came
the comment "Don't let us lose
our sense of proportion", which
can be taken fo mean that the
most Important war area Is over
Britain itself and in the harassed
Atlantic ship lanes.
• '• •
In Washington, mail was carefully analyzed to discover the
pulse of the nation as regarded
American foreign policy. The issues concerned giving the British
both merchant and war vessels,
and the convoying of goods to
them by the United States Navy.
President Roosevelt would commit himself only so far as saying
that the Navy's Atlantic neutrality patrol was being extended. In
regard to Colonel Lindbergh's
contention that ''we cannot win
this war for England, regardless of
how much help we extend", the
President placed Colonel Lindbergh with the ranks of the defeatist and the appeaser.
• • •
Army observers were pleased
last week with the performance of
the first M-3 medium tank built
for the army, a twenty-five ton
tank, of which five duplicates are
to be turned out every eight
hours. Chief of Staff George C.
Marshall, reported that the Army
now numbers 1,250.000 men.
"properly organized" and "exhibiting the highest morale I've ever
seen". There have been rumors
of a plan to induce trainees to
remain in training for two years
beyond the compulsory one-year
period.
• • •
The Ways and Means Committee received plans for raising
$12,667,000,000 In taxes which
would call /for upplng incometax rates an additional $1,000,000,000 to $1,500,000,000. Also proposed were higher taxes on corporation profits, estates, and consumers' goods. Secretary of the
Treasury Morgenthau urged that

CLUB NOTES
Ramsdel! Club

A tea was given by the Ramsdell
Club members for the professors of
the scientific departments and their
wives, Professors and les madames
Fisher, Lawrence, Mabee. Pomeroy. Ramsdell, Sawyer. Thomai,
Whitehorn. Wilkins, and Woodcock, at
the Women's Union, Saturday afternoon, April 26, from three to five
o'clock. The club presented the professors' wives with corsages. Marjorie Moulton '44 played the piano and
Gloria LeClair '41, chairman, Jean Atwater '41, Judy Handy '41, Annetta
Barus '41, Thera Bushnell '42. Rebecca
Flnney '41, and Priscilla Simpson '42
served as hostesses, with Dorothy Tuttle '42 in charge of refreshments.

Maybe this seems a little too harsh
a description for the country one has
always lived In. But after having had
experience with both systems of education—in France and in the United
States—I personally think that the
American system is by far much better. But whatever the outcome of the
war, one thing Is certain: sports will
be introduced and stressed in French
echoola. One of the primary factors in
the French defeat was that the soldiers had too little physical training
and endurance, compared to their
Robinson Players and Heelers
enemies.
There was a joint meeting of Robinson Players and Heelers Monday
night at 7:30 In the Little Theatre. A
ALUMNI NEWS
meeting of the department heads was
A son, James Rolfe, was bora to also held.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Curtis of LewSix skits were presented to the
iston April 12. Mr. Curtis Is associate
director of admissions.
members. Those appearing In the skits
The engagement of Evelyn Jones were Joanne Lowther '41, William
'38 to John W. White '39, of Auburn, Lever '41. Monty Moses '41, Rebecca
has been announced. Miss Jones Is finale '41. Virginia Yeomans '41, Brud
now teaching at Cape Elisabeth High Oberst '41, Elizabeth Swaan '41, ConSchool.
stance Roy ■«. George Klrwia '42.
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)astimers Run Winning Streak To Five Before Losing
beats Open Series
gainst Maine Nine
Webster

May Pitch
Ugainst
jiu*" Veteran
—
jthern
rtherr Outfit

SPORT
In this week's Shots it seems well
to take a look at the road trip of the
Bobcat pastimers.
When a team
'eaves its stamping-grounds for battle on other fields it is naturally expected that they will not make a?
good a showing as they might on their
own diamond. The Garnet did much
to explode that generality on this
trip. Three out of four victories on
foreign soil is good in any war, baseball included. That's just the record
the Bates squad hung up In the BayState. This gives the team an average of .750 for the trip and an average of. 833 for the season so far, five
wins in six starts. If a team can hang
up as good a record as that It certainly shows that there's a darn good ball
club somewhere in the near vicinity,
for .833 is a very good average for any
team to have attached to its records.

Behind the five hit hurling of Larry
Wlth them an impressive
| cirO-ing
. flve victories in six starts. Brooks, the freshman ball club opened
Jld
nailed baseball machine from Its season last week by winning hand***,reks some 120 miles toward ily over a mediocre Deering High club
**'mi today, where this after 5-1 on the Garcelon diamond.
rill see them make their first
Breaks went four innings without
.eain the state championship. allowing a hit and scattered the five
;ji last year to Colby. A rival bingles throughout the remainrated University of Maine ing five frames. While he was turning
, present, the one obstacle in this attempt, the frooh peeks! a •••«)■
chi "
up its at the opponents for a run in the first,
ot Bates
Bates from chalking
Series victory.
another in the fifth and another in
iState
the sixth to take a 3-0 lead. They addshoulders
of
Don
«« capable
0»'
ed two more later in the ball game
Mike
Matragrano
rests
the
or
"/lie Bobcat, this afternoon. but the damage had already been done
I :
1 "approached earlier this week, in the earlier innings.
Arnold Card continuing his bril
', ci Mansfield was very much at
liant
year in Bates freshman sports,
3 to the pitcher for the series
looked
very smart with the willow
Ho»'e\er, he limited his sefcpeser.
lashing out successive triples in the
Webster
and
Matragrano
jjtion to
E inasmuch as the blond bomber first and third frames. His first hit
drove in Babe Keller with the run that
j Auburn has been more or less of
put the frosh on the right foot.
I personal nemesis to the Pale Blue
A freak hit of baseball in the fifth
, lie past, it wouldn't be surprising
saw Don Grant, the steady initial
, see Don chucking today, with Masacker of the frosh, circle the bases
, saving bis wares for Saturon one play on which there seemed
n's nit with Colby.
to be a general mixup in signals at
[lib Surprises
least from tho purple-clad Deering
Kith Batting Power
point of view.
| One of the features, of the club's
The play of the Infield was very
Bformance to date has been their
satisfactory with LaRochelle and Kelijnsin^ punch at the plate. In the .er looking nifty around the keystont
i exhibition games with Bowdoin, sack. Grant looking good at first and
l*r ran true to the prediction that Martin Melody although committing
■ pitching would have to carry the only Garnet infield error on a
tern through. But, on the trip, last
questionable play in the late stages
k, the team proved beyond doubt of the contest performing like a vetW they carry plenty of dynamite eran. The outfield, composed of Ted
i their war clubs. Practically every
Small, Leland "Red'" Davis and Card
• returned with a sizeable boost appeared to be an experienced crew
i his batting average.
ot gardeners. Behind the bat on Mon
I This afternoon. Coach Mansfield day was Albert "Gubby" Genetti and
use the same team that swept he. along with Bob Hamblen, should
out of four in Massachusetts. prove to be a couple of capable reIrper Josselyn, who thrilled North- ceivers.
■tern fans with his spectacular
With four games coming up in the
ding, will patrol the initial sack. next ten days, the first against Kents
Hervey and Art Belliveau give Hill this afternoon at Lewistoh, Coach
lues the best keystone combination Harry Newell expects that Brooks and
iVte state. La/at year's leading hit- southpaw Bob Gains will be able tc
(Continued on page four)
share the pitching burden with Ton.
Young being held In reserve. Follow
ing this afternoon's tilt, the underclassmen will meet Hebron's strong
unit, Lewiston's scrappy nine, and
Bridgton's untested outfit. These four
games should be what the opene:
NEW YORK
wasn't for the freshmen—a real test.
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In many ways the Bates dub Is
unpredictable. One day a couple
of the boys will be hot in the
field and with the stick. The next
day a couple of the others catch
the spirit a day late and play
stellar ball for a game. If all of
the team could be hot all the
time, the Bobcats would be a wellnigh unbeatable outfit. Witness
these notes on the performance of
a few of the fellows on the
jaunt. Julie Thompson, who had
not gotten his eye previous to the
trip, came through in the Tufts
game with a mighty blast which
netted him four sacks and brought
in another run as well. Then
Lou Hervey, another sticker who
seemed to be having trouble finding the apple, really got hot In
the B. U. tussle and banged out
four for six. In the same game Del
Johnson, soph garden patroller,
found his eye and connected for
three bingles in five trips. Well,
that shows you what I mean.

Dick Thompson
Leads Stickers
In Show Of Power

It appears that the Garnet pitch
ing staff well measures up to the
standard of a good mound corps. With
Webster,
Matragrano,
Shirr.
and
Wight in there twirling the Bobcai
has a darned good gang working on
the hill. Everyone of these lads turned in creditable performances III
Mass. Al Wight deserves e.-pecia
credit for going the route against I!i
if you care to speculate a bit and loo.
at next year's team, it appears evi
dent that the Bobcat will have an experienced and capable bunch of
nurlers on hand. It may be that th
.ar and draft will rob Bates of ever
one of these fellows from next year'i
team. In that case no one can say
ju_,t what will happen. There won't be
much of a team if it does happen.
Nearly all of the squad are, or will be,
of draft age at that time. Oh well, It
does no good to try and call next
year's cards at this time, so we'll end
it right here.

One minute the fellows are really
good and the next they're average. If
only they could get on the ball and
stay there for the whole season I do
not hesitate to say with conviction
that the State Series title would come
home to Bate3 again.

Another gent who deserves a
little mention at least is Frank
Mullet, sophomore catcher. Previous to this year Mul had confined his work to the mound. It
appears that he fits right in to
the receiver role. In every departmen Mullet has shown the stuff.
He hits the ball well, catches
well, has a nice throw to second
and has cut runners off at that
sack with it. Personally, we think
Frank is doing a heck of a good
job of filling Jim O'Sullivan's
shoes. Congrats for a swell job,
Mul!

Five Marks Fall As Tennis Team Loses
Bowdoin Wins Meet Three Matches On Trip

Of course the rest of the team deserves a great deal of credit for the
performance it has shown to date. Errors have been few in fielding and the
horsehide has taken plenty of punishment from the clubs of the Garnet
stickers.
Well, we seem to be running out of
thoughts and stuff on the team so
we'll end. Just the same, don't be surprised to see Coach Mansfield wind
up his service here at Bates with a
State Series championship in base-

baa

WAA Beard Proposes
Deering, Shea Spark
'44 Cindermen To Win Intermediary Junior Board
Led by newcomer Wally Deering,
hefty Jack Shea, and distance-man
Bart Smith, the frosh track team easily conquered Bridgton Atademy and
Portland High School in the triangular meet held here at Lewiston on
Friday afternoon. The final score gave
the frosh 76 points, Bridgton 39, and
Portland 10.
The frosh captured nine of the
fourteen firsts, added seven seconds
and ten thirds, and never were seriously threatened in the running
score of the meet.
Wally Deering, who had previously
forsaken a track career for football and basketball, only took one
first but came back to take seconds
in the 52.4 quarter mile and the high
jump, and thirds in the javelin and
broad jump for a grand total of thirteen points. Although we mention this
newcomer first, he nevertheless was
not the actual high scorer of the day.
This honor falls to 190 pound Jack
Shea who hurled his way to a successful afternoon of fourteen points
Not being satisfied with blue ribbons
(Continued on page four)

The WAA Board Is seriously considering the formation of a Junior
Body. This group would act as an
intermediary organization between
the Board and
chief
duty
of

the girls.
such
a

Coach Mansfield's hot baseball outfit returned last Saturday evening
after a highly successful Massachusetts trip. During this southern foray
the Garnet tripped up Tufts 7-3 and
nipped both Worcester Tech and B.U.
by the same score of 7-5, before they
were finally stopped by Northeastern
with the score again being 7-3. This
downfall snapped the five game winning streak which had been compiled
by the Bates pastimers since the season began. Incidentally, Bowdoin, who
has won three of six games thus far.
is the only other of the state's colRight to left: Art Belliveau '41, shortstop and captain of the nine; Kyp leges which has even broken even In
Josselyn '43, first baseman, who wielded a big bat during the recent trip; their games.
Last Wednesday's game with Tufts
Lou Hervey '42, who teams up with Belliveau to form the smoothest keystone combination in the state, and Dave Shiff '42, pitcher, who prom- saw the Bobcats putting on their first
real show of batting power of the seaises to baffle opposing batsmen during the State Series.
son. The Jumbos jumped into an early
lead when they scored twice in the
second, and went ahead again in the
last of the third by a 3-2 count after
Dick Thompson and Kip Josselyn had
crossed the plate with equalizers in
The Bates tennis team returned the first half of the same canto. Julie
Saturday
afternoon,
the
Bates Saturday night from a trip that car- Thompson put the game on ice in the
tracksters. led by four or five out- ried them south to play against the next frame when he pounded out a
standing track men, but lacking in tennis teams of Rhode Island State. two-run homer after singles by brothteam balance, went down to defeat at Brown University, and Tufts. Al- er Dick, Artie Belliveau, and Brud
though the boys failed to come home Witty had accounted for two runs
the hands of Bowdoin, 78-57.
Despite the fact that Bowdoin was victors over any of these teams, they and placed a man on the base paths.
minus the support of a number of its made a commendable showing. They Don Webster started the game and he
outstanding trackmen, the outcome of lost the first match to Rhode Islan'' and his successor, Mike Matragrano.
5-4, the second to Brown 8-1, and the who was credited with the victory,
the meet was never in doubt The
limited the Medford contingent to five
meet was not without its thrills, how- last to Tufts 7-2.
In
the
first
match
against
Rhode
Ishits.
ever.
land State, the team had its closest Josselyn Gets Three
The closest race of the day was the
contest. The two teams were well For Three At Worcester
440. featuring a stretch duel between
At Worcester the Garnet won by
matched, but the Rhode Island State
Johnny Dickinson of Bowdoin and
boys proved to be the stronger team virtue of maintaining an early lead
Dave Nickerson of the home squad.
as far as the singles went, while the despite repeated rallies by the EngiNlckersoo closed fast In the stretch
Bates men came through with flying neers. The first two runs were chalkbut could not mafch the stride of his
colors in the doubles department. The ed up in the second on a double by
opponent. Dickinson set a new meet
only Bates victory in singles was that Josselyn ami a single by Al Wight
record in winning the event.
of Paul Quimby. The doubles teams behind a walk. After Tech tied the
Four other records were shattered composed of Quimby and Jim Walsh. count in the same frame Bates struck
in the course of the afternoon and an- Fred Whitten and Junle Watts, and right back with three in the very next
other one was tied. Bob McLauthlin Joe Mil erick and Bill Buker won their
(Continued on page four)
lowered the mile record by about three cspective matches all In hard fought
GIBBS SECRETARIAL TRAINING
seconds to 4:35.8. Dave Nickerson battles. The Bates team was slightly
'neath your motarcame back again to take the 880 to handicapped by playing on cement
board
gives
you
lower the half mile record to 2 min- courts, which were entirely strange to
what It takes to win
and hold a grand
utes flat. Nickerson jumped the field them.
job!
Catalog
decoming off the second turn and was
After staying overnight in a Rhode
scribes Special
never headed the remainder of the
Course for College
Island frat house, the team headed for
race. Ray Huling of Bowdoin broad
Women.
Brown University. At Brown they
jumped 21 feet M inch to break the
flayed one of the best college teams
fourth record. Later in the afternoon.
in New England and went down to
Dickinson returned to run a recorddefeat 8-1. The score may sound as
230 Park Avenue, New York Ci „
breaking 220 in 22.2 seconds. Mathews
90 Fvfarlborouqh St.. Boston, Matt,
(Continued on page four)
of Bowdoin also equalled the record
in the 100, running the distance In
10.4.

The
body

Bates held Its own in the running
would be 10 keep the girls informed events but was noticeably weak in
of coming events, of the current the field events. Bowdoin took a first
sports, and of decisions of the WAA and second In the high jump, javelin,
Board. It would also take charge of broad jump, and pole vault. Boothby
Slgsbee. and Parmenter, doing double
training. Each dorm would have one
duty in most of the weight events,
representative in the body.
won respectively, the discus, shot put.
and
the hammer throw.
Try-outs for the Apprentice Group
of the Dance Club attracted a good
number. The following girls were
chosen as members: Frances Cooper
42, Jean Keneston '42, "Wes" Davis
42, Betty Lever '44, Barbara Moore
44, Frances Kolfe '43, Lois Oliver '43,
atherine Glazier '43, and Barbara
..loulton '44.
Tomorrow morning (Thursday) at
7:00 o'clock the coeds will troop up
ML David for their annual May Day
breakfast. This affair is always fun
and big appetites are in order. "Bing"
Burns '43 and Natalie Webber '42 are
co-chairmen.

Norris-Hayden

in Maine ...
When They Call For Their Favorite Beverage
Discriminating people specify

.

LAUNDRY

AFBtTBH, MX.

Poland Spring

WU «•

JACK MMIII

MADE WITH WORLD-FAMOUS POLAND WATER
EVERY BOTTLE STERILIZED

•«

DINE and DANCE
AT THE COLLEGE STORE ..

at the

When Poland Spring Beverages are featured-every
6W» Bates Student who specifies "Poland Spring" will
receive a free bottle with the compliments of

Hiram Ricker & Sons
Poland Spring, Maine
This Offer Expires May

24, 1941

Complete Best Road
Trip InSeveral Years

By ROBERT SCOTT '43

Bobkittens Subdue
Deering 5-1 In Opener

STERLING
*l Towle Gorham, Lunt, Wallace,

TOUR SOUTHERN INVADERS"

JOY INN
Special D-JJy Dta*w- «•

An kmd. of chop *m *• •*• •
M

Lisbon St. - TeL M« - I*w«-

The WAA Board Is looking forwar
to its annual house party. It will be
'.eld May 24-25 at Echo Lake in Readfield.
The senior members of the
Board will be guests. Plans for next
year will be discussed and drawn up.
"Lib" Stafford '42 Is chairman of th*
houseparty.
Penclls are being attached permanently to the bulletin boards In Rand
and to the door of Rand Gym. This
will enable the girls to sign up for
events on the spot Instead of having
to wait until they remember to bring
a pencil.
In spite of the rain, about 80 Btu
dents attended the Coed Roller Skate
It was their first venture at this sport
for some, but In a very short time
they were able to hold their own.
Numerous falls and the appearance of
blisters failed to dampen the ardor
of the skaters.

Outstanding performances were also
turned in by Drury of Bates in the
two mile, Lyford in the 220 low hurdles, and a surprising, but well earned, second In the 120 high hurdles by
Norm Tufts.
The summary:
Pole vault—Won by Bunting, Bo;
2nd. lngalls, Bo; 3rd. Houston. B.
Height: 10 ft 6 In.
Javelin throw—Won by Keylor. Bo:
2nd, Huling, Bo; 3rd. Comly, B. Distance: 162 ft 3 in.
Broad Jump—Won by Huling. Bo:
2nd, Edwards. Bo; 3rd, Lyford, B. Distance. 21 ft % in. New meet record.
Hammer throw—Won by Parmenter.
B; 2nd, Sabasteanski. Bo; 3rd. Boothby, B. Distance: 120 ft. 2% in.
High jump—Tie between Gray, Bo.
and Wheeler, Bo; 3rd, Tufts, R
Height: 5 ft 6 In.
Mile run—Won by McLauthlin, B;
2nd, Doubleday, Bo; 3rd, Burns, Bo.
Time. 4:35.8. New meet record.
(Continued on page four)

While you're keeping
fit...pause and

There's something about
Coca-Cola,- ice-cold- that stops
thirst in its tracks. Its delightful

PLAY BALL ...
For fifteen seasons now. bats produced by Hanna have proven by
performance on the diamond — In
hands of Major League or College
players alike.

tasto brings yoo tho oxperioneo
of complete thirst satisfaction.
So when you pause throughout
the day, make it the pause that
refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Bottled under »uthoritj of The Coca-CoU Company by

Over 600 Bate To Choose From At

Wells

SPORTING
GOODS Inc.
AUBURN

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine

\\p

THt iAfiS ItUfttNT.

rouft
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Scene Around
AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed - Thurs - Frl - Sat
April 30 - May 1, 2, 3
Irene Dunne and Gary Grant in
"Penny Serenade*.
Sun - Mon - Tues - May 4, 5, 6
James Stewart and Paulette Goddard in "Pot O" Gold".

Hear

PAULA KELLY
with America's No. 1
Dance Band Leader

GLENN
MILLER

AUBURN
Wed and Thurs - April 30-May 1

in "Moonlight Serenade

Double Feature—"High Sierra"
with Humphrey Bogart and Ida Lupiuo; "Under Age" with Nan Gray.
Fri and Sat - May 2 and 3
"The People vs. Dr. Kildare with
Lew Ayres. Sat Nite, Stage Show.
Sun - Mon - Tues - May 4, 5, 6
Wagons Roll at Night" with Humphrey Bogart and Sylvia Sidney.

I

t Cop>Tigh< 1941.

XJCGBTT

&

MYULS

TotACCoTo.

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street'
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

James P. Murphy
INC.
AUTISTIC MEMORIALS

Drop Into
THE QUALITY SHOP
113 College St. 3 mln. from Campni
Featuring Harabnrg Sandwiches
Hot Dnps and Toasted Sandwiched
Have Ton Tried Onr 8flex Coffee!
Open 1 I. M. to IOSW P. It

FIRST in the
first line of defense!

fceirlstoa Monutmntnl Works
•-I0 Bate* Street

LcwMni

Telephone 4634-R

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
is? mam m

ST.

unnsToa

Telephone 1710

Henry Nolin
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
79 Lisbon St, Lenin'oa

-

TeL *1'

COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL

• Trained mirds and hands are the first
needs of the Nation and the Nation's
business! If you are patriotically eager
to find a place in the present tremendous
business expansion, be sure to add Fairfield's thorough secretarial training to
your college degree.
Fairfield'3 course, covering approximately S months, is a graduate, specialist
course, offering in addition to technical
skills a wide variety of electives valuable
in certain specialized fields. Out-of-town
girls enjoy living at Warren Hall, the
attractive dormitory. For catalog, address
MARJORIE A. LANDON. Director
245 Mo.-lfaorcugh St.
Boston, Mass.

FAIRFIELD
SCHOOL

BASEBALL TRIP
(Continued from page three)
stanza. The rally featured, another
'louble by Josselyn, this one of the
Texas league variety, and a double
by Julie Thompson. The count stood
6-5 going into the ninth when a final
marker was added by the Mansfieldmen when Del Johnson singled with
the bases loaded.
Matragrano and Dave Shift divided
the hurling duties and, although
touched for eleven safeties, they
proved themselves effective; in the
clutches. Shift received credit for his
first win of the campaign as he fanned
five and allowed five hits in the five
inning3 which he worked. Bates men
ran wild on the bases, pilfering four
times.
Friday afternoon Al Wight went the
route to pitch the team to a 7-6 victory over a formidable B. U. nine.
With the exception of the first and
sixth inlnngs when the home forces
tallied twice he was practically invincible as he scattered eight hits
and whiffed seven. Another heartening
feature of this game was the fact that
it saw Lou Hervey and Del Johnson
snap out of the batting doldrums with
a bang. The former connected for four
out of six and the latter collected
three for five including a double.
Again the Garnet showed little respect
for propriety on the base paths as
they were credited with five steals.
The only factor that marred the game
was that lax fielding marked the play
of both teams with the Terriors gaining the dubious distinction of holding
a five to four edgo in this department
Batters Limited
At Northeastern
Northeastern's Ernie Colantonlo finally halted the march of the Bobcats
with a seven hit performance on the
final day of the trip. Dave Shift, on
the other hand, was touched for
twelve bingles including a pair of
triples by Al Pajonas, the home team
shortstop. The game was clinched by
a three run uprising In the fifth which
brought the count to 5-0. The Garnet
broke into the scoring column in the
sixth and tallied twice more in the
eighth on a pair of passes and Witty's
double. Three twin killings thwarted
the only other scoring threats.
A survey of the box scores of the
games to date reveals that Dick
Thompson has been the big gun thus
far, pounding the apple at a .530 clip.
Johnson is the second high sticker
with an even .400 mark and he is
closely followed by Josselyn with .381.
Lou Hervey is the only other man
with a better than .300 average as he
has climbed to eight points above that
leveL Witty is just outside the charm
ed circle with .285 but his three long
doubles and numerous clutch hits have
proved to be a salient factor in the
team's attack.

STUDENTS!
LEPAGE'S IS BESTl
Get your vitamins in
Vitamin B-1 Bread
ASK FOR LEPAGE'S AT
THE COLLEGE STORE
Pies, Cakes, Cookies —
Everything That's Good
THE BEST FROM LEPAGE'S
BAKERY
Below the Park at 193 Park St.
Lewiston, Maine

AH Kinds of Shoe Repairing
91 CoIIepe at

Lewfston, He.

EAT AT

STECKINO'S

Victor &Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

Seavey 's
840 COURT ST. - AUBURN

Compliments of

Fro Joy

SERVING

Italian & American
Foods

HOOD'S

Where Ten Get Large Dinner*
1M MIDDLE 8T.
LEWISTOH
For rrtrato Parties Call US*

Now Being SoM at Tonr

Delicious lee Cream

BATES

COLLEGE

STORE

Ice Cream

Eighteen Men Enjoy
Exciting Canoe Trip

PECK'S

At 9:00 a. m. last Saturday. April
27 eighteen men including Dr. Wilouadrangle romance, to go the, eterna liam Sawyer, Outing Club faculty adtriangle one better? Ask Arlene for
viser, left the Bates campus on the
Have you annual men's canoe trip.
important data on such.
fcver kibitzed on a butt room bridge
Bucking a high wind and driving
game? Don't, the cards are always rain the entire distance, they worked
stacked if not stuck together with their way up the Cobboseecontee
age-old goo. Have you ever seen Sir stream from Purgatory to Gardiner.
Neice with such a earful of femininity
The trip was under the supervision
as he dashed off with this week end.
of Robert Langerman '42 and David
Bluebeard is an infant in comparison.
Sawyer '43. The former did not acYour stage manager wonders what
company the group but met them at
Pchwert was gazing so intently upon
the finish at Gardiner.
in Music Wednesday, certainly was no
A forced halt was made necessary
picture of Beethoven, why the sun
when
one of the canoes overturned
isn't more indulgent, where that hour
with
ita
two occupants. The party
went Saturday midnight, how Big
Simps got to be such a cute bundle, pulled over to the shore to let the
how Ruthie Parkhurst's two feet like soaked boys dry out before a hastily

By DOROTHY MAULSBY '43
The curtain rises on orange groves
and apple orchards. The setting? Any
feminine dorm. And why all the furor? Well It's been our Health Week.
ironic apellation! We went into it with
zip and zest and came out of it staggering, with orange juice coursing
through our once blueblood veins and
apple blossoms projecting from •»
ears. Those He-Gals who went out for
the crack-of-dawn hikes are now
nursing mountain-climb-knees, while
us who stayed abed are all tuckered
out with thinking up Good Reasons
why hikes were not for our ilk Then
we have our newly gray-haired skit
chairmen who heroically herded the
dorm occupants onto the gym floor to
cavort in non-Sarah Bernhardt fashtion for a citron-devouring audience.
And those song chairmen who had us
hitting Jenny Lind highs with our
Lastex larynxes! Orchids to Mary
Derdarian for shoving chemistry formulas out of her mind one late night
and evolving our lyric chef-d'oeuvre
,or us. And orchids to all those potential and potent Betty Bateses, and
-ix of the biggest to Al Turner!
Have you ever seen a luscious diauond? Cast a glance on Temp's acluisition. Have you ever heard of a

./omen's Union Scene
i Stu-G Proctor Party

terra firma once more, why we don't
have a Band Concert every week or
at least make it an institution, why a
Freshman Betty doesn't tumble, when
Baron's going to make his June a
Baroness, whether the fellows realize
that the 26th was Lib's last open Saturday night of the season, if there
weren't a bunch of tennis and baseball widows on campus of late, what
Bobby Bates innermost feelings on
the situation are, why we all can't
make a hole-in-one, what on earth to
do with all these orange peels!

Avery Presents Lecture
And Kodacarome Slides

To an enthusiastic audience of about
two hundred Bates students, faculty
members, and guests last Friday evening in the Little Theatre, Myron HAvery, chairman of the Appalachian
Trail Conference, lectured and showed colored kodachrome slides of
views of the trail from Maine to
Georgia, as well as pictures about the
techniques involved in maintaining the
trail in the various states.
Mr. Avery's lecture was presented
FRESHMAN TRACK
under the auspices of the Bates Out(Continued from page three)
ing Club as one of its spring feain the discus and shot put. Shea came
tures.
back to win a second in the Javelin
and a third in the hammer.
Burt Smith, the promising miler of
.he frosh class, had little difficulty n.
romping home to a "double" in the
half and the mile. His times were
The Women's Student Government
very fast in both races. 2:8.4 in the
Association will again sponsor a
half and 4:41.7 in the longer re.ee.
Sunday afternoon tea in Rand Hall
Hoskins of Bates won his low huron May 4 from five to six o'clock.
dles race in the respectable time of
Miss June Atkins '43 and Miss Caro27.7 seconds and placed a close seclyn Parkhurst '44 are in charge of the
ond place in the 100 yard dash.
arrangements.
The most interesting events from a
Those invited to pour are: Mrs.
scoring standpoint were the two
Kimball, Mrs. Mabee, Mrs. Powell,
sweeps which the frosh accomplished
and Mrs. Whitehorne. The guests are
in the discus throw and the 110 yard
to be'Mrs. Berkelman, Mrs. Britain.
high hurdles. In the weight event.
Mrs. Glazier, and Mrs. L. M. Gould.
Shea. Eastman and Larrabee matched
tosses with several rivals and came
out one, t wo, three in the order listed. MAINE GAME
(Continued from page three)
The winning heave of Shea's measured 104 feet 3 inches. The hurdles ter and the most versatile player on
race was monopolized in a brand fash- the club, Brud Witty, wiU guard the
ion by Gabby Deerlng, Stevle Bartlett, hot corner. In the outfield the Thompson brothers are sure starters. Dick is
r.nd Dan Roberts.
Twenty of Brldgton's 39 points were now the leading sticker of the squad
racked up by their two stars, Moir boasting an average better than .500.
and Weinstein who took firsts in two Julie is one of the team's longest hitevents apiece. Moir defeated Hoskins ters and is capable of breaking up
and Bartlett in the 10.9 hundred while any ball game with an extra-base
Meinstein duplicated Smith's efforts wallop. Their running mate will probin the shorter 220 and 440 yard ably be Del Johnson, whose bat has
jaunts.
been alive with base hits in recent
Three other firsts for the winning games. Al Wight, outstanding sophoGarnet forces were more or less ex- more hurler, may see outfield service
pected with Larrabee, Crean, and if either Julie Thompson or Johnson
Park taking the hammer, the pole fail to solve the slants of Tooley probvault and the high jump. The one re able Maine hurler. Behind the bat will
maining unmentioned winner war be hard-working Frank Mullet, who
Brinnel of Bridgton who not only won has done a bang-up job filling the
the javelin throw with a 141 foot 9 shoes of Jim O'Sullivan.
inch heave, but captured two seconds Maine's Line-up
in the broad jump and the pole vault Studded With Veterans
to win the Academy's scoring honors
Maine's veteran-studded line-up will
with 11 points as compared to Moir's include Kilpatrick, Bower, Taylor and
and Weinsteln's ten.
Crowley for the infield, Blake, Meserve and Whitten In the outfield,
with Downes handling the pitching of
Tooley, considered by many to be the
finest pitcher ever to enter the state
institution.
DO IT RIGHT
Bates goes Into this series free
from the burden of a winning streak
Eat Here Before The Sport Dance
but facing the task of playing their
THE FINE8T OF
first four encounters on foreign fields.
FOODS
Even a spMt in these games would
leave the team in a good position for
Courteous Service
their home stand drive. If they can
Pleasant Atmosphere
bring home three scalps, prospects for
185 Main St - Lewitton
a state championship would indeed be
promising.
Natalie Webber "42 assisted by
Frances Rolfe '43, was in charge of
the Stu-G Proctor's Party on Monday
evening, April 28, at the Women's
Union. Both old and new members attended in order to acquaint the new
members with the duties they will assume next year. Refreshments were
served. Guests were Dean Clark and
'he house mothers.

Stu-G Sponsors Sunday
Afternoon Tea In Rand

FRANGEDAKIS

Come In And See Our Full Line Of
Corduroy Sport Jackets
and Sport Slacks

Cronin & Root
1
"Sell Good Clothes '

0u

* biggest

60

plus 1

Anniversary S^

SWEATER
Val Ue

** Misses and WJ

$1.88
Re

a. nn

Special pu^

built fire.

and sweaters fVom
ourownnew^

TENNIS TRIP
(Continued from page three)
though it were a walk away for Brown.
but it was far from that. Each match,
both doubles and singles, was hard
fought and rather close. However, the
only Bates man to come through with
a win was Bill Buker, who won in a
very close three set match.
The next day the boys journeyed
to Medford, Mass., to compete against
Tufts. It was here that the team made
its best showing. Although they lost
the match 7-2, each man went down
to defeat only after very hot play. The
doubles team of Quimby and Walsh,
along with the doubles team of Whitten and Watts, succeeded in coming
through with victories. However, the
outstanding Bates man of the day
was Jim Walsh, who played in the
number one spot. Jim really played a
nice brand of ball but went down to
defeat in a close match.

• BOXY CARDIGANS
• LONG SLEEVE
• SHORT SLEEVE
• FITTED CARDIGAN
The colors are truly |
include Baby Blue or PMJ
Green, Mist Violet, Jo*, jl
Beige, Maize
'

8EE BOB McLAtnW.

For Your Group ftcfc
DORA CLARK TASH

The whole trip was hampered
somewhat by the bitter cold weather.
Coach Buschmann was quite please '
with the showing of the doubles combinations. Although the singles players had rather hard luck in thei'
matches they showed improvement.
The team looks forward to meeting
Tufts, whom they play here Saturday,
May third. This should prove to be a
hotly contested affair.

For the Ivy l|
New group of

BOWDOIN TRACK

Evening. fa

(Continued from page three)

140 yard run—Won by Dickinson,
Bo; 2nd, Nlckerson. B; 3rd, Mabee, B.
Time: 50.2. New meet record.
120 yard high hurdles—Won by R.
Edwards. Bo; 2nd, Tufts. B; 3rd,
Lovejoy, Bo. Time: 16.4 seconds.
Shot put—Won by Sigsbee, B: 2nd,
Boothby, B; 3rd, Curtis, Bo. Distance;
43 ft. 4Vi la.
Discus throw—Won by Boothby, B;
2nd, Parmenter, B; 3rd, Sigsbee, B.
Distance: 116 ft. 54 In.
100 yard dash—Won by Mathews.
Bo; 2nd, C. Edwards, Bo; 3rd, Sigsbee, B. Time: 10.4 sec. Equals meet
record.
Two mile run—Won by Drury, B;
2nd. Martin. Bo; 3rd, Borden, B.
Time: 10 mln. 21 1-5 sec.
880 yard run—Won by Nlckerson.
B; 2nd, Newhouse, Bo; 3rd, McLauthlin, B. Time: 2 min. New meet
record.
220 yard low hurdles—Won by Lyford, B; 2nd, R. Edwards, Bo; 3rd.
Lovejoy, Bo. Time: 26.2 sec.
220 yard dash—Won by Dickinson,
"to; 2nd, Mathews, Bo; 3rd, Twomey
Bo. Time: 22.2. New meet record.

Just arrived
Dont forget to see i
Contact
OUR COLLEGE
REPRESENTATIVE
Miss HonorineHa

Tel.- 3825-R

T. J. Murphy fw
ESTABLISHED *

TEL. 2143-214*
29 Ash St. Lewisto^l
.

Plaza Restaurant

Food?
WE HAVE THE BE8T

NORTHEAST^
UNIVERSITY.
SCHOOL of J* I
DAY PROGBA"
EVENING PR005"1
four Yean

Bring "Her" Here Before The
Sport Dance and See
OUR SPECIALS WILL PROVE IT
WE GUARANTEE TO PLEASE

A minimum of l« '"fai*
work required for aiff^)
A limited number °'^5*
available to colleg' f ,
LL.B. Degree*^
Admit, men a&
-{|l
47 MT. VEBNON St.
1
Near State Hou"

Main Street - Lewitton

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust O
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Studeo1'

